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This invention relates to razor blade changers. 
It is an object of the invention to provide a 

blade changer of inexpensive construction, but 
which is adapted to performing an automatic 
blade change with certainty and simplicity of 
operation. 
With this and still other objects which will 

appear in the following full description in mind, 
the invention consists in the combinations and 
arrangements of parts and details of construc 
tion which will now ?rst be fully described with 
reference to the accompanying drawing and then 
be more particularly pointed out in the appended 
claims. 
In the drawing: 
Fig. 1 is a plan view of a blade changer with 

new and used blade magazines and a razor in 
place thereon; 

Fig. 2 is a section in the line 2-2 of Fig. 1; 
Fig. 3 is a plan view of the blade changer of 

Fig. 1, with magazines and razor removed; and 
Fig. 4 is a section on the line 4—4 of Fig. 1. 
In my application Ser. No. 159,038, ?led April 

29, 1950, for Blade Changer, I have disclosed a 
blade changer, razor and magazines for use there 
with. The present invention is an improvement 
thereon, the objects being to simplify the razor 
construction and provide a blade changer of sim 
ple construction which is adapted to mounting 
on a wall and requires no box or housing. The 
details of the magazines and the movement of 
parts in changing blades are disclosed fully in 
my said previous application and will be repeated 
only to the extent necessary to a full understand 
ing of the present invention. 
The complete equipment includes the blade 

changer frame A, razor B and new and used blade 
magazines 0 and D. 
The frame A is formed from a sheet metal 

blank by stamping and similar power press op 
erations. Projections l, 2, 3 and 4 are struck up 
for holding the magazines, as indicated. Aper 
ture 5 accommodates a tongue 6 on the maga 
zine, the tongue 6 ?tting under the plate A for 
holding down the magazine. Projection 4 is 
formed as a clip which snaps over an extension 
‘I at the other end of the magazine. The end wall 
8 of the magazine is ?rmly held against projec 
tion I to position the magazine with reference 
to the razor B. 
Razor B comprises a handle ID in which are 

?xed the back member H and guard member 
I2, the parts being held together with handle I0 
and ferrule it‘, as by a rivet I 4. Projections or 
lugs IE on the guard extend through apertures 
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2 
16 in the back so that when the razor is posi 
tioned as shown in Figs. 1 and 2 the supporting 
plate A will engage the lugs 15, forcing the guard 
12 away from the back I! so as to release the 
blade. A tongue H is formed on the back and 
passes through an aperture [8 in the guard, 
hooking under the upper edge of this aperture as 
shown for holding the guard in position at this 
point. When lugs l5 are engaged as shown in 
Fig. 2 the upper end of the guard will pivot on 
tongue ll, so that the corner lugs IS on the 
guard disengage the blade 20, permitting sliding 
of the blade out of the razor by movement par 
allel to its cutting edge and reception of a new 
blade by a like sliding movement. It has been 
found that, if the guard I2 is made of sufficiently 
springy metal, a separate spring element for urg 
ing the back and guard together may be dis 
pensed with. There is thus produced an excep 
tionally simple razor having only two parts, apart 
from the handle structure. 
The means for holding the razor on the blade 

changer plate A comprises hooks or ledges 2| 
?tting over the cap portion 22 of the back ll; 
clip 23 passing through aperture IS on the guard 
and a registered aperture in the back so as to ' 
snap over tongue I‘! and hold the back down on 
the plate A; and an abutment 23’ for supporting 
the back ll down toward the handle Ill. The 
razor is inserted in the blade changer by placing 
the cap under ledges 2| and then forcing the 
handle down until clip 23 vcatches. The razor is 
removed by reversing these movements, ?rst lift 
ing the handle to disengage from clip 23 and 
then sliding the cap out from under ledges 2|. 
Brackets 26 carry a rod 21 on which is slidably 

and pivotably mounted a pusher 28. Pusher 28 
has a tongue 29 adapted to enter a slot in the 
magazine C‘ and to engage against the back end 
of the top blade of a stack of blades. Details 
of this structure are fully shown in my above 
mentioned application and will not be repeated 
herein. Part of the pusher is struck up at an 
angle, as indicated at 30, to facilitate operation 
by the thumb or ?nger. 
Each time the pusher is operated from right to 

left, a new blade is injected in the razor B from 
magazine C, pushing the used blade from the 
razor into magazine D. When the magazine 0 
is exhausted and the magazine D is ?lled with 
used blades, the latter is discarded and the empty 
magazine C‘ is placed in the position previously 
occupied by magazine D. A full new blade maga 
zine may now be placed in the location previously 
occupied by new blade magazine 0. The slot 
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for dispensing new blades is indicated at 25 and 
the slot for receiving used blades at 24. It will 
be observed that, in the position of magazine 
C, the slot 25 is in line with the blade in the 
razor and, in the position of magazine D, the 5 
slot 24 is in line with the blade in the razor. 
In order to provide space for the extensions 

6 of the magazines and to stiffen the plate A 
and arrange it at a proper angle, a rear ?ange 
wall 3| is'bent'ldown'from the'rplate as'wel1? as 110 
end ?angelwalls"1122.?Z The‘ latter are made triangu 
lar in form, as shown, for locating plate A and 
a razor carried thereon at a. desired angle. 
The plate A, may be held in the hand,or.rested-~ 

on a table while the blade change is being made, 
but is intended for mounting on ‘a wallrasiima 
bathroom. Screw holes 33 are iormecLin .the > 
plate to accommodate screws 34"‘bi'mean‘s“ of ‘ 
which the plate is fastened to a wall 35 ashindiéi 
cated in Fig. 2. Assumingfthe wall 35 to be ver 
tical, the upper end ofgth'eviplate-Agwill be -'pGSi-!1 

tioned outwardly and-the plate“willslantsbackr wardly toward3.-the wallgas shown-a..- This-brings." 

the handle- I ll of the razonintoward the. wall, 35: § 
The plate A may. also. befastenedgtoia horizontal 125 
surface-where desi-1red,..and_in- this caseithe. slant», 
ing of . the- plate- a1so~ brings.‘ the-{handle oft-the - ~ 

razor closeivdown to thesuria'cew 
To assist in maintaining blade alignment, the». 

pusher tongue 2 Si is .locatedicloser. - to the cutting’! .30 
edge. ofthe bladelthan .to its back edge,‘ as~in<~~ 
dicated . in. Figure .4, “this arrangement-‘tending. to hold‘the back. edge of the bladeagainst the ,wall... 

of the magazine-during,ejectionWThe same re» 
sult can be»achieved-by-slanting the? blade en-w35 
gaging-edge of .a centrally.‘.placed_rtongue:2&,-vif desired... Since. the. blades .1 and, razor cap.‘ are/at.» 

right angles. to the=plate, itwill be, apparent that» 
the device williwork 'satisfa'ctorilylin either-a ver 
tical or horizontal-support. » 
What is claimed is: ' 
1. Ablade. changer comprising aplateadapted 

for. wall ,mounting ,and having _means~ iorchold-r 
ing- anew blade, magazine,..a .razonrandaa used»v 
blade magazinein aligned .position. for- a .bladed?- - 
change, with the. backof.theirazonagainstthe._ 
plate and the. .cap,.»at substantially. ,right...angles___ 
thereto, and. a slidable‘pushénarranged. forpushé ‘ a 
ing the topblade ofra gstackiinthe new-blade“ 
magazine into the, razor toi-e?ecta-bladechangeg 50 

2.-.-A. blade changer comprising a plate .ad'a'pterL-i. 
for- wall. mounting,-and~ihavingeaintegral= parts. 
struck up-to. form means for-holdingha new blade... 
magazine, a razor. and..a used-blade magazine. in..~. 
aligned position .for, a. blade‘ change,.-.and-.-a .slid.-; 1 I55. 
able Ipusher- arranged ion-pushing gtheatop blade 
of-a stack "in the. new blade magazine; into. the“ 
razor to effect. a blade. change». I 

3.'A blade changer. comprising a plate. adapted .I 

4 
for wall mounting and having means for holding 
a new blade magazine, a razor and a used blade 
magazine in aligned position for a blade change, 
and a slidable pusher arranged for pushing the 
top blade of a stack in the new blade magazine 
into the razor to e?ect a blade change, the plate 
also having apertures for receiving magazine posi 
tioning elements and permitting insertion there 
of under the plate and means on the back of the 
plate-to'LSpace‘ it from a ‘walla? 

4. ‘A blade'changer comprising a plate‘adapted 
for wall mounting and having means for hold 
ing" a new blade magazine, a razor and a used 

ubladevmagazine in aligned position for a blade 
15 change, with the blades at substantially right 

anglest'o thelplate; and a slidable pusher arranged 
for pushingthe-top blade of a stack in the new 
blademagazine into the razor to e?ect a blade 
changeiztand means for holding an edge of the 

0 plate away from a walli‘ to slant the plate for 
bringing.themandle-of- arrazonlheldsonlthe plate 
closer.to?the~wallw - 

5 ,bladetchanger comprising ' a plate adapted‘ -' 
for wall. mounting.- andihaving. meansv‘for holding . 
a ‘new blade-magaziney-a razor and a usediblade:v 
magazine in aligned position for a blade change, 
with~the.:bacle;of~.~the razor-- against. theaplate' and 
the cap at substantiallyi'right angles thereto,‘ and. 
a ‘slidable - pusher. arranged for, pushing the‘ :top ' 
‘blade, of-a stack: in‘ .thennew- .bladevmagazine into 1 
the ‘razor to-effect a blade change, and means for I I 
holding. an ledge-of ‘the , plate-i-away. {from . a wall. 
tor‘ slant - the, plate 'f or vbringing nth-e ‘handle ‘of. - a Y 

razor held on the plate closer to the wall. -. 
6. A blade changer comprisingaplate-adapted 

for-I :wal-l-t.mountinguandi shavingw-integral :parts 
struckaupitorform meanstonholdingm new blade 
magazine, a razor and a used blade- magazine irr 
aligned-lpositionsfor aablade changepandva slid 

0 able pusher-arranged rfor- . pushing“v the- top “blade 
oft a astackminather new :blade magazine 1 into 'the 1 
razor-‘ta effect a blade change, the plate also hav 
ing.flangeedgesstruckdownwardly-tosupport the 
same in‘ spacedrelationafrom a wall. 

7..-1A.rblade.changer~ according.’ to claim :6, in. 
which- -the.~said ?angeedges. are: proportioned ‘to > 
hold. the. blade ychange-r imslanted: position.» ion-1a Y 
wallwforg bringing .thetihandlerofi the. razor. held’ 
thereomcloser to-ithe wall.. -‘ 
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